
Run 2275- Lingerie-themed Valentine’s Day run- Sister Sludge 
 
 
We are family 
I got all my sisters with me 
We are family 
Get up everybody and sing 
 
And so Sister Sludge’s run took place on an inclement, or rather raining cats and dogs evening in 
the bucholic idyll that is Dayboro. A small and bedrizzled group set off with runners (Ned and 
Sister Sludge), Walkers and completely lazy f*****s (Smoothie and Mammary Stick) who got to 
the end of the drive and turned back. 
 
My funny valentine, sweet comic valentine, you make me smile with your heart 
Your looks so affable, unphotographable, you’re may favourite work of art 
 
Yes, this was Valentine’s Day, and the theme of the run was lingerie. However only Sister Sludge 
and Sex Change made any effort at all to meet the criteria. Meanwhile Sister Sludge had pulled 
out many stops with pink cupcakes, red and pink lollies, heart-shaped chocolates etc. a nice 
touch. 
 
Back to the run. Well, I have no idea where it went as I turned up late (it took me ages to pour 
myself into some dodgy shorts), but I would imagine it went up the hill, left, down a hill, around, 
through some showgrounds, back through the other side of Dayboro then back up the hill. By 
one account, the walk was 4.3km and all seemed content and were dryish by the time I got there. 
 
 

 
 



Run reporter – Ned- 7.5/10 
Walk reporter- Singapore Sling -6.5 (a perfect score if you ask me) 
 
Returnees 
ET and Singapore Sling 
 
Chargees: 

Cheesy and Chunder- taking one for the absence of all other members of KH3 
Cheesy and Chunder- taking one for the recent crimewave in Kallangur 
Sex Change- Being completely dry and being late for the start 
Sister Sludge- for forgetting the mistletoe to accompany the valentine’s day theme ( I know, 
spurious charge, but you can’t give a congratulatory charge for making an awesome effort on 
Valentine’s Day) 
Sister Sludge and Sex Change- Attempting to meet the dress code requirements but obviously not 
doing a good enough job 
Others the reason for which I can’t remember: Dog, Smooth Ride, Titus, Singapore Sling 
 
Awards 
None to speak of 
 
Announcements 
Rabbi is apparently back in the country and may make a shock appearance before his term expires 
 
Tomorrow’s Run 
Mammary Stick- 34 Orion Place, Bridgeman Downs 
 
We are family (I got my sisters with me) 
I got all my sisters with me 
We are family 
Get up everybody and sing (get up and sing it to me) 
 
On On 
 
SC 
 


